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The traditional use of global and centralised control methods, fails for large, complex, noisy and highly
connected systems, which typify many real world industrial and commercial systems. This paper provides
an ecient bottom up design of distributed control in which many simple components communicate
and cooperate to achieve a joint system goal. Each component acts individually so as to maximise
personal utility whilst obtaining probabilistic information on the global system merely through local
message-passing. This leads to an implied scalable and collective control strategy for complex dynamical
systems, without the problems of global centralised control. Robustness is addressed by employing a
fully probabilistic design, which can cope with inherent uncertainties, can be implemented adaptively
and opens a systematic rich way to information sharing. This paper opens the foreseen direction and
inspects the proposed design on a linearised version of coupled map lattice with spatiotemporal chaos. A
version close to linear quadratic design gives an initial insight into possible behaviours of such networks.
1. Introduction
Many systems in nature, technology and society can be regarded as complex networks which consist
of a large number of elements interacting with each other. The scale and nature of such systems
make them pervasive, inherently nonlinear, coupled and operating under high levels of uncertainty.
These attributes make the analysis, estimation and especially control of such systems a signicant
challenge which has yet to be adequately addressed. Several estimation and control methods have
been proposed in the literature, including synchronising chaos Boccaletti et al. (2002); Tan et
al. (2003), pinning control Porri & diBernardo (2008), multi-agent control Broek et al. (2008),
probabilistic control Herzallah (2011); Herzallah & Lowe (2003, 2007), decentralised control Siljak &
Zecevic (2005), and distributed control Wang et al. (2014). However, these control techniques suer
from either representing single-agent architectures as far as the controller design is concerned, which
are centralised and so complete observation of the global state must be known, or are decentralised
and decisions are based only on disconnected knowledge.
This paper proposes a third alternative which: a) has not been explored before, and b) pro-
vides potentially new insight that could lead to signicant advances in current control theory.
No centralised control is assumed and overall behaviour emerges from the low level component
interaction. In particular, we propose decomposing the global control problem by designing mul-
ticontrollers at the low component levels that act to maximise personal utility whilst obtaining
probabilistic information on the global system through local message-passing. This leads to an
implied collective control strategy without the problems of global centralised control. This idea of
combining distributed control and probabilistic message-passing allows the inclusion of multiple
and diverse noise sources, asynchronous information update, and non-linear and non-stationary
dynamics; thereby circumvents many of the problems of current control theory.
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Access to cheap computational and communication resources now allows improvement of the
overall behaviour of the network of such controlled architectures by allowing the individual nodes
to share information with their neighbours without aiming for unattainable global solutions. The
synchronisation can then be achieved via message-passing. It is one of the new classes of distributed
methods for managing systems with large ensembles of interconnected nodes Aji & McEliece (2000)
where information is retrieved and disseminated in a consistent probabilistic fashion. This approach
has emerged independently in a number of elds, including: communications theory Gallager (1963),
articial intelligence Pearl (1988), and statistical physics Parisi et al. (1987). However, the tech-
niques and their potential generalisations have not yet penetrated into the control community.
An objective of this paper is to generalise these methods in the context of distributed probabilistic
control by extending them from a passive to an active domain. This approach of a collection
of distributed probabilistic controllers passing information through probabilistic \messages", can
decompose the control of the large{scale networks into a collection of smaller control problems, one
for each connected subnetwork in the system. These sub-control problems are treated independently
and can therefore be analysed and implemented individually.
This paper therefore proposes a novel way of reducing the amount of computation required
in the optimisation, control, and estimation of complex networked systems. Instead of designing
a global probabilistic controller as in the fully probabilistic design (FPD) of single dynamical
systems, we propose designing distributed multicontrollers in such a way that the global behaviour
of the complex system is achieved. Our assumption is based on targeting the global performance of
complex systems through local actions designed to control the subsystems constituting the complex
system. According to this assumption, the complex property (global behavioural performance) can
be realised by understanding simpler subsystems behaviour (the localised behaviour of controlled
subsystems). Thus, to realise our hypothesis we aim to design and develop distributed control
methods for the individual subsystems so that the desired global behavioural performance of the
system is achieved. Nodes exchange information or messages with their neighbours according to the
topology of the graph. The messages are then updated iteratively in a probabilistic framework, and
are used to estimate the dynamics of decision variables in the network. Fully probabilistic design
of controllers (FPD) Herzallah & Karny (2011); Karny (1996) is adopted here for designing each
controller. These controllers are then equipped with probabilistic message passing techniques in
order to exchange information about the various subsystems constituting the complex dynamical
system. In FPD, the optimal controller is the minimiser of the Kulback-Leibler divergence of the
probability density function describing closed loop dynamics of the controlled system to its ideal
counterpart. Its relevance is due to: i) its ability to cope with stochastic nature of the controlled
nodes, ii) the direct way to adaptive controllers, iii) use of the unied probabilistic language for
modelling and control-aims expression, hence, signicantly simplifying the use message-passing
schemes.
The nal aim of the reported research is quite ambitious. This paper provides a basic under-
standing of the proposed distributed probabilistic control formulation and message passing. For
that purpose, the foreseen design is inspected on a simple linear quadratic example. The proposed
distributed probabilistic control methodology is compared with the standard pinning control tech-
nique. Simulation results indicate the ecacy of the distributed controllers in achieving the optimal
performance of the controlled system with potentially less computational and design eorts when
compared to pinning control.
Preliminaries are given in Section 2. Section 3 formulates and solves the problem. Section 4
recalls classical linear quadratic design in non-classical fully probabilistic formulation. Also, both
centralised and distributed versions are presented and discussed. Section 5 provides the algorithm
of the FPD distributed control method. Coupled map lattice network and numerical experiments
are given in Section 6. Section 7 provides concluding remarks.
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2. Preliminaries
In this paper we consider the general form of stochastic dynamical system which consists of large
number of states, xt 2 Rn that are determined by the system inputs ut 2 Rm. The system exhibits
random behaviour, therefore, only the conditional probability density function (pdf), of the future
state xt+1 conditioned on the current input ut and the current state xt can be specied at each
instant of time t 2 f1; : : : ;Hg, where H is a nite control horizon,
s(xt+1 j ut; xt) (1)
The objective is to design a randomised controller, described by the conditional pdf,
c(ut j xt); t = 1; : : : ; H: (2)
that shapes the joint pdf of the closed loop behaviour of the dynamical system. The optimal con-
troller should make this joint pdf as close as possible to a desired pdf. To achieve this control
aim the FPD approach considers the minimisation of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) be-
tween the actual joint pdf f(D) of the observed data, D = (x(1); : : : ; x(H); u(1); : : : ; u(H)) and a
predened ideal (desired) pdf If(D),
D  f jj If  HX
t=1
Z
f(D) ln

f(D)
If(D)

dD: (3)
This design methodology was originally presented in Karny (1996), where the optimal probabilistic
controller is derived. The joint pdf f(D) of the data sequence D, is the most complete probabilistic
description of the closed loop system behavior. By using the chain rule Peterka (1981), f(D) can
be factorised as follows,
f(D) = s(xt+1jut; xt)c(utjxt): (4)
The factors s(xt+1jut; xt) dened in (1), and c(utjxt) dened in (2) describe the pdfs of the system
dynamics and the controller respectively as stated above. Similarly the ideal joint pdf, If(D) can
be factorised as follows,
If(D) = Is(xt+1jut; xt) Ic(utjxt); (5)
where Is(xt+1jut; xt) and Ic(utjxt) represent the pdfs of the desired system dynamics and ideal
controller, respectively.
Minimisation of (3) with respect to randomised control input (2) can be obtained recursively
from the following backward recurrence equation, Herzallah & Karny (2011),
  ln((xt)) = min
c(utjxt)
Z
s(xt+1jut; xt)c(utjxt)
"
ln

s(xt+1jut; xt)c(utjxt)
Is(xt+1jut; xt) Ic(utjxt)

| {z }
 partial cost U(xt+1; ut; xt)
  ln((xt+1))| {z }
optimal cost-to-go
#
d(xt+1; ut): (6)
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where we have substituted (4) and (5) in (3), and where
  ln((xt)) = min
c(u jx )Ht
HX
=t
Z
D  f jj If
is the expected minimum cost{to{go function for arbitrary  2 f1; : : : ; Hg. Full derivation of (6)
can be found in Herzallah & Karny (2011).
The pdf of optimal controller, c(utjxt), minimizing the cost{to{go function (6) is determined by
the following backward recursion, see e.g. Herzallah & Karny (2011); Herzallah (2013)1,
c(utjxt) =
Ic(utjxt) exp[ (ut; xt)]
(xt)
;
(xt) =
Z
Ic(utjxt) exp[ (ut; xt)]dut;
(ut; xt) =
Z
s(xt+1jut; xt)
"
ln
 s(xt+1jut; xt)
Is(xt+1jut; xt)

  ln((xt+1))
#
dxt+1: (7)
In large scale systems, the above methodology for designing probabilistic controllers becomes
formidable. This is typically because of the large number of nodes where it becomes impossi-
ble to add controllers to all nodes. Therefore, the FPD has been extended in Herzallah (2012) to
control complex stochastic dynamical networks via pinning control. Optimized probabilistic pin-
ning control laws have the same form as specied by equation (7), but inputs are applied only to
a fraction of nodes in the network. Although pinning control requires a signicantly smaller num-
ber of controllers, it requires that the network need not be controllable with a technically feasible
amount of controlled nodes.
Thus in this paper, we propose an alternative formulation that minimises the computational and
design eorts in large scale systems via distributed control architecture. The proposed distributed
control method will be discussed in the next section. It will be developed using the concept of FPD.
3. Problem Formulation and Solution
Within the proposed distributed control framework, we consider that the complex system is de-
composed into K subsystems, each controlled independently by a probabilistic controller. The
individual probabilistic controllers consider the dynamics of their subpart of the system only and
treat the dynamics of other subsystems as a measurable external disturbance. These subsystems
share information with each other to achieve a global system goal in a cooperative manner where
various subsystems have access to dierent and local information. The message passing method
to be employed in this paper includes subsystems that constitute the complex system as individ-
ual nodes in order to optimise and manage the global system goal through the local control of
subsystems.
In the following discussion the subscript (k) refers to the kth subsystem of the complex system,
whereas the subscript k refers to the kth subpart of the overall system state. To further clarify the
notation, the architecture of this framework for a two node system is shown in Figure 1. Following
this notation, the kth subsystem is to be controlled by a randomised controller described by pdf
c(k)(ut;(k)jxt), k 2 f1; : : : ;Kg with possibly large K. The overall input ut is composed of non-
overlapping inputs generated by respective controllers uTt = (u
T
t;(1); : : : ; u
T
t;(K)) where T denotes
1Theorem 1 below indicates how to get this recursion. The general case with noisy measurements of the state is in Karny &
Guy (2006).
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transposition. The kth controller is designed to control the kth subpart of the overall state xt+1;k,
i.e. xTt+1 = (x
T
t+1;1; : : : ; x
T
t+1;K). It models the rest of the state as a measurable external disturbance.
This means that the kth controller describes the subsystem state by the pdf s(k)(xt+1jut;(k); xt)
structured as follows,
s(k)(xt+1jut;(k); xt) = s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)s(k)(xt+1; kjxt; k); (8)
where xt+1; k is the state part obtained by removing xt+1;k from the overall state xt+1. To achieve
the objective of considering xt+1; k as a measurable external disturbance, the ideal description of
pdf of the system dynamics is dened as follows,
Is(k)(xt+1jut;(k); xt) = Is(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt) Is(k)(xt+1; kjxt; k): (9)
This denition of the ideal pdf of the system dynamics means that the pdf describing the \external"
variables xt+1; k is taken to be the same as their ideal (desired) pdf Karny et al. (2006), thus not
inuencing their behavioral outputs.
Following on from this formulation, the FPD leading to the kth controller is described by the
following theorem.
Theorem 1 If the kth subsystem: a) selects inputs ut;(k), b) models the state evolution by (8), c)
expresses its aims by the ideal system model (9) and by an ideal controller Ic(k)(ut;(k) j xt), then
the optimal controller minimizing the cost{to{go function (6) is given by,
c(k)(ut;(k)jxt) =
Ic(k)(ut;(k)jxt) exp[ (ut;(k); xt)]
(k)(xt)
(k)(xt) =
Z
Ic(k)(ut;(k)jxt) exp[ (ut;(k); xt)]dut;(k)
(ut;(k); xt) =
Z
s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)
"
ln
 s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)
Is(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)

  ln(~(k)(xt+1;k; xt; k))
#
dxt+1;k
ln(~(k)(xt+1;k; xt; k)) =
Z
s(k)(xt+1; kjxt;k) ln((k)(xt+1)) dxt+1; k: (10)
Proof : The result is implied by the following sequence of equalities in which one cost{to{go
function (6) is dedicated to obtain the optimal control solution for each of the kth controllers.
We also use Fubini's theorem on multiple integration Rao (1987), marginalisation, normalisation
and the chain rule of pdfs Peterka (1981) together with conditional independence expressed by the
assumption stated above.
Hence the kth cost{to{go function for the assumed models of the kth subpart of the system can
be obtained from (6) to yield,
ln((k)(xt)) = min
c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
Z
s(k)(xt+1jut;(k); xt)c(k)(ut;(k)jxt) (11)

"
ln

s(k)(xt+1jut;(k); xt)c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
Is(k)(xt+1jut;(k); xt) Ic(k)(ut;(k)jxt)

| {z }
 partial cost U(xt+1; ut;(k); xt)
  ln((k)(xt+1))| {z }
optimal cost-to-go
#
d(xt+1; ut;(k)):
Using the kth state model (8), the ideal distribution of the kth subsystem (9), the ideal distribution
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of the kth controller Ic(k)(ut;(k) j xt), and the chain rule, equation (11) can be rewritten as,
  ln((k)(xt)) =
Z
s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)s(k)(xt+1; kjxt)c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
"
ln
 s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)
Is(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)

+ ln
 c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
Ic(k)(ut;(k)jxt)

  ln((k)(xt+1))
#
d(xt+1;k; xt+1; k; ut;(k)): (12)
Now using Fubini's theorem, we introduce the following denitions
ln(~(k)(xt+1;k; xt; k)) =
Z
s(k)(xt+1; kjxt; k) ln((k)(xt+1))dxt+1; k; (13)
(ut;(k); xt) =
Z
s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)
"
ln
 s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)
Is(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)

  ln(~(k)(xt+1;k; xt; k))
#
dxt+1;k;
=
Z
s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt) ln
 s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)
Is(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)~(k)(xt+1;k; xt; k)

dxt+1;k: (14)
Substitution of (14) and (13) in (12) gives,
  ln((k)(xt)) =
Z
c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
"
(ut;(k); xt) + ln
 c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
Ic(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
#
dut;(k)
=
Z
c(k)(ut;(k)jxt) ln
 c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
Ic(k)(ut;(k)jxt) exp( (ut;(k); xt))

dut;(k) (15)
=
Z
c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
"
ln
 c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)
Ic(k)(ut;(k)jxt) exp( (ut;(k);xt))
(k)(xt)

  ln((k)(xt))
#
dut;(k):
By adding and subtracting ln((k)(xt)), the rst term in (15) has become a conditional version of
the KL divergence. The independence of ln((k)(xt)) on the optimised c(k)(ut;(k)jxt) implies that
the expression is minimised by the claimed pdf (10).
Remark 1: The occurrence of the modied cost{to-go ln ~(k)(xt+1;k; xt; k) is the key modication
over the standard FPD induced by treating xt+1; k as an external variables. The model of the
external variables s(k)(xt+1; kjxt; k) maps ln (k) to ln ~(k) by averaging over the external variables.
It substantially decreases the computational load as shown on the FPD version leading to the
standard linear Gaussian quadratic design, see Section 4.
Remark 2: To exploit the explorative property of the FPD, control inputs can be generated by
sampling from the estimated conditional density, c(k)(ut;(k)jxt) of the optimal controller. Depending
on the nature of the control problem, more specic quantities can also be calculated. One of the
simplest of these is the mean corresponding to the conditional average of control inputs.
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Figure 1. The architecture of the proposed distributed control for a two node system. The solid lines at the outputs of the
two models are the estimation of the kth subpart of the system, while the dashed lines at the output of the two models are the
estimation of the external variables by these models, obtained by message-passing. Dashed lines between the two models are
the communicated messages between them.
4. Linear Gaussian Quadratic Design
To demonstrate the distributed control development discussed in the previous section, we consider
the regulation problem of a stochastic linear Gaussian state space model described by,
xt+1 = Axt +But + !t+1;
s(xt+1 j xt; ut)  Nxt+1(Axt +But;); (16)
where A and B are the state and control matrices respectively, !t+1 is zero mean white normal
innovations, and  is the covariance of the innovations. The matrices A, B, and  > 0 are assumed
to be known.
For the considered regulation problem, the system is initially in state xt and the aim is to return
the system state to the origin. Before we discuss the distributed control solution for this regulation
problem we briey review the standard solution to the problem using the global FPD control
method.
4.1. Global FPD Control Method
The standard solution to the regulation problem described above using global FPD control method
starts by specifying the ideal distribution of the system states given in equation (16). This ideal
7
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state distribution is assumed to be given by
Is(xt+1jut; xt) = Nxt+1(0;): (17)
It reects the regulation problem with the realistic aim of reaching the zero state, with a spread
being determined by the covariance of the innovations, .
The randomized controller to be designed is described by,
c(utjxt)  Nut(Cxt; )
ut = Cxt + t; (18)
where C is the matrix of the controller parameters, t is zero mean white normal innovations, and
  is the covariance of the innovations of control. The distribution of the ideal controller is assumed
to be,
Ic(utjxt) = Nut(0; I ); (19)
where I  species the allowed range of optimal inputs. By using the randomized controller (18),
the stochastic equation of the system state (16) can be recast as follows:
xt+1 = (A+BC)xt +Bt + !t+1: (20)
If the pair (A;B) is stabilisable, i.e. if there is such a controller C that makes all eigenvalues of the
matrix A+BC lie inside the unit circle then the optimal randomised controller as can be obtained
from the evaluation of (7) for horizon H !1 is stabilising and has the form Herzallah (2012),
ut = Cxt + t; (21)
with
C =  (BTMB +BT 1B + I  1) 1(BTMA+BT 1A); (22)
M = AT 1A+ATMA  (ATMB +AT 1B)(BTMB +BT 1B + I  1) 1
 (BTMA+BT 1A); (23)
  = (BTMB +BT 1B + I  1) 1
where M is the matrix of the attained quadratic cost function,
  ln((xt)) = 0:5xTt Mxt +Q0; (24)
and where Q0  0 is some positive constant. The derived solution (23) coincides with the stationary
algebraic Riccati equation for linear quadratic design Meditch (1969).
4.2. Distributed FPD Control Method
The application of FPD distributed controllers to regulate the system (16) is carried out by de-
signing K randomised controllers described by,
c(k)(ut;(k)jxt)  Nut;(k)(C(k)xt; (k))
ut;(k) = C(k)xt + t;(k); (25)
8
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where k 2 f1; : : : ;Kg, C(k) is the matrix of the kth controller parameters, t;(k) is zero mean
white normal innovations of the kth control input, and  (k) is the covariance of the innovation of
kth control. Each of these randomized controllers is responsible for controlling the state values of
the corresponding kth subsystem while not inuencing the rest of the states xt+1; k. As such, K
models to estimate the dynamics of the K subsystems must be identied, where one model is to be
identied for each randomized controller. The kth model of the kth subsystem describes the small
controlled subpart xt+1;k of the state, while models the rest of the state xt+1; k as an external
observable disturbance,
xt+1;(k) = A(k)xt +B(k)ut;(k) + !t+1;(k)
s(k)(xt+1jut;(k); xt) = s(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)s(k)(xt+1; kjxt; k)
 Nxt+1;k(A(k);kxt +B(k);kut;(k);(k);k)Nxt+1; k(A(k); kxt; k;(k); k); (26)
where A(k);k is the state matrix from the kth model related to the kth (controlled) subpart of
the state, A(k); k is the state matrix from the kth model related to the external variables of the
state, B(k);k is the control matrix from the kth model related to the controlled states, (k);k is
the covariance matrix from the kth model related to the controlled states, and (k); k is the
covariance matrix from the kth model related to the external variables. Following the discussion in
Section 3 the ideal distribution of the closed loop model of the kth subsystem does not consider the
synchronisation of the \external" variables xt+1; k, i.e. the pdf modelling the external variables is
taken to be equal to the ideal (desired) pdf of external variables as follows,
Is(k)(xt+1;kjut;(k); xt)s(k)(xt+1; kjxt; k)
 Nxt+1;k(0;(k);k)Nxt+1; k(A(k); kxt; k;(k); k): (27)
It reects the aim of regulating xt+1;k to zero while treating xt+1; k as an external variable. The
distribution of the kth ideal controller is assumed to be,
Ic(k)(ut;(k)jxt) = Nut;(k)(0; I (k)): (28)
By associating the kth controller (25) with its kth model (26), the stochastic equation (26) of the
kth model can be recast as follows,
xt+1;(k) = (A(k) +B(k)C(k))xt +B(k)t;(k) + !t;(k): (29)
Similarly, under the assumption that All eigenvalues of the matrix A(k)+B(k)C(k) in (29) lie inside
the unit circle, a stabilisable randomised control c(k)(ut;(k)jxt) can be obtained from (10). This is
achieved by substituting the assumed model of the subpart of the system states (26), the ideal
distribution of the kth subsystem (27), and the ideal distribution of the kth controller (28) in (10).
Hence, the optimal feedback control law can be specied in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 For the distributed type linear Gaussian FPD controller with external variables con-
sidered in this paper, if the kth node: a) selects inputs ut;(k), b) models the state evolution by (26),
c) expresses its aims by the ideal system model (27) and by an ideal controller Ic(k)(ut;(k) j xt),
then the optimal controller minimizing the cost{to{go function (11) is given by either one of the
two equivalent forms,
I. Form 1 of the optimal controller
ut;(k) = C(k)xt + t;(k) (30)
9
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with
C(k) =  (BT(k)M(k)B(k) +BT(k) 1k B(k) + I  1(k)) 1(BT(k)M(k)A(k) +BT(k) 1k A(k)); (31)
M(k) = A
T
(k)
 1
k A(k) +A
T
(k)M(k)A(k)   (AT(k)M(k)B(k) +AT(k) 1k B(k))
 (BT(k)M(k)B(k) +BT(k) 1k B(k) + I  1(k)) 1(BT(k)M(k)A(k) +BT(k) 1k A(k)); (32)
 (k) = B
T
(k)M(k)B(k) +B
T
(k)
 1
k B(k) +
I  1(k);
where M(k) is the matrix of the obtained quadratic cost function from the kth model, and
k is the covariance matrix which considers the spread around the kth subpart of the state
and takes the rest of the state as external variables.
II. Form 2 of the optimal controller:
The second form can be obtained by partitioning, the state, A(k), control B(k), and covariance
k matrices in the following forms,
A(k) =

Ak;k Ak; k
A k;k A k; k

B(k) =

Bk
B k

k =

k;k k; k
 k;k  k; k

;
where according to the assumed models, Ak;k is a square matrix which relates the controlled
states to themselves, Ak; k is the matrix which relates the controlled states to the external
variables, A k;k = 0, and A k; k is a square matrix which relates the external variables to
themselves. Here also Bk is the control matrix of the controlled states, B k = 0 is the control
matrix of the external variables, k;k is the covariance matrix which species the spread on
the controlled state variables, and k; k = 0; k;k = 0; k; k = 0.
Partition M(k) conformably to the partitioning of A(k): M(k) =

Mk;k Mk; k
M k;k M k; k

, then
equation (32) is equivalent to the three equations:
a) The Riccati equation of the controlled states without the external variables,
Mk;k = A
T
k;k
 1
k;kAk;k +A
T
k;kMk;kAk;k   (ATk;kMk;kBk +ATk;k 1k;kBk)
 [BTk Mk;kBk +BTk  1k;kBk + I  1] 1(BTk Mk;kAk;k +BTk  1k;kAk;k): (33)
b) The equation respecting the inuence of the external variables on the controlled state,
Mk; k = ATk;k
 1
k;kAk; k +A
T
k;kMk;kAk; k +A
T
k;kMk; kA k; k   (ATk;kMk;kBk +ATk;k 1k;kBk)
 [BTk Mk;kBk +BTk  1k;kBk + I  1] 1
 (BTk Mk;kAk; k +BTk Mk; kA k; k +BTk  1k;kAk; k): (34)
c) The equation concerning external variables only,
M k; k = ATk; kx
 1
k;kAk; k +A
T
k; kMk;kAk; k + 2A
T
 k; kMk; kAk; k +A
T
 k; kM k; kA k; k
  (ATk; kMk;kBk +AT k; kMk; kBk +ATk; k 1k;kBk)[BTk Mk;kBk +BTk  1k;kBk + I  1] 1
 (BTk Mk;kAk; k +BTk Mk; kA k; k +BTk  1k;kAk; k): (35)
With the partitioned form of the Riccati matrix, the feedback control matrix (31) is
10
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equivalent to,
C(k) =  (BTk Mk;kBk +BTk  1k;kBk + I  1(k)) 1
 ([BTk Mk;kAk;k BTk Mk;kAk; k +BTk Mk; kA k; k]
+ [BTk 
 1
k;kAk;k B
T
k 
 1
k;kAk; k]); (36)
Proof : The rst part of the theorem can be proven by adapting the proof of theorem 1 in Herzallah
(2012). The second part of the theorem can be proven by considering the partitioned form of the
state, control, covariance and Riccati matrix as stated above.
Remark 3: The second form of the optimal control law as given by equation (36) implies that
only the rst two equations (33) and (34) equivalent to the Riccati need to be solved. Moreover,
equation (34) determiningMk; k is linear. The third equation (35), the block of the Riccati equation
that relates external variables to themselves, does not need to be solved. This structure signicantly
decreases the computational eorts in obtaining the optimal control law within the FPD distributed
control framework and also as compared to the global FPD control method.
Remark 4: Only the parts of the state matrix that relate the controlled states to themselves and to
external variables, i.e. Ak;k and Ak; k have to be estimated by the kth node. Bayesian methodology
Peterka (1981) serves well to this purpose and it essentially boils down to recursive least squares
applied to linear auto-regression on xt;k combined with regression on xt; k, typically with a suitable
forgetting factor in the estimation process. Either the classical version of the Bayesian methodology
Kulhavy & Zarrop (1993) or the advanced partial version Dedecius et al. (2012) can be implemented.
The estimation of the parameters Ak;k is feasible as the kth node considers the part of state having
a small dimension. The dimension of xt; k and thus Ak; k could generally be large when considering
the full state of the network. However, according to our hypothesis it is sucient to include only
partial states of the node neighbours from xt; k. Following this, the joint estimation of [Ak;k; Ak; k]
becomes an undemanding routine task. Moreover, A k; k can be obtained by message passing from
neighbours. They are essentially state transition matrices of the closed loops of the neighbours'
dynamics. This latter statement is elaborated in the next section.
5. Algorithm of the FPD Distributed controller
The distributed optimized controllers discussed in Section 4.2 will exchange information or mes-
sages about the parameters of the dynamics of the subparts of the system and will update these
parameters iteratively in a probabilistic framework until they converge. Specically, the kth op-
timized randomized controller oers its neighbour the part of the resulting optimal closed loop
related to the variables it perceives as external variables. It improves their description. The follow-
ing algorithm can be readily applied to the neighbour distributed controllers and models and can
be used for updating the parameters of the dynamics of the various subparts in the system.
 Given the initial state values xt
 For the kth node, estimate the parameters modeling the kth subpart of the system states,
Ak;k, Ak; k and Bk.
 For the kth node, initialize the estimate of parameters describing the  kth subpart of the
system states, A k; k.
 At each time instant t
 Loop
 Use equation (33) to calculate the part of the Riccati matrix, Mk;k determining the
feedback gain of the kth controller from controlled states.
 Use the linear equation (34) to calculate the part of the Riccati matrix, Mk; k deter-
11
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mining the feedback gain of the kth controller from \external" variables.
 Use equation (36) to calculate the feedback control matrix C(k).
 Update the parameters for \external" variables of the jth subpart of the system as
follows,
xt+1;(j) (k) ) A(j); jxt = (A(k);k +B(k);kC(k))xt (37)
where xt+1;(j) (k) is used to denote models of the jth node as obtained from the kth
node. The optimally tuned closed loop from the view point of the kth controller has the
form given in equation (29), repeated here,
xt+1;(k) = (A(k) +B(k)C(k))xt +B(k)t;(k) + !t+1;(k): (38)
To further explain Equation (37), we implement it on a system consisting of two states. The
system is rst decomposed into two subsystems or nodes, where the rst node is controlled by a
control signal ut;(1) and the second node is controlled by a control signal ut;(2). The rst node is
concerned with the regulation of the rst state, hence takes the second state as an external signal.
Consequently, this node is governed by the following model,
xt+1;(1) =

xt+1;(1;1)
xt+1;(1;2)

=

a1;1 a1; 1
0 a 1; 1
 
xt;1
xt;2

+

b1
0

ut;(1) (39)
The second node on the other hand focuses on the regulation of the second state and takes the
rst state as an external signal, hence governed by the following model,
xt+1;(2) =

xt+1;(2;1)
xt+1;(2;2)

=

a 2; 2 0
a2; 2 a2;2
 
xt;1
xt;2

+

0
b2

ut;(2) (40)
According to Equation (38), the optimally tuned closed loop from the view point of the 1st con-
troller, neglecting the noise terms to simplify the presentation, is given by,
xt+1;(1) =

xt+1;(1;1)
xt+1;(1;2)

=

a1;1 a1; 1
0 a 1; 1
 
xt;1
xt;2

+

b1
0
 
c1;1 c1;2
  xt;1
xt;2

(41)
and the optimally tuned closed loop from the view point of the 2nd controller, neglecting the noise
terms to simplify the presentation, is given by,
xt+1;(2) =

xt+1;(2;1)
xt+1;(2;2)

=

a 2; 2 0
a2; 2 a2;2
 
xt;1
xt;2

+

0
b2
 
c2;1 c2;2
  xt;1
xt;2

(42)
By comparing Equations (41) and (42), the two optimized controllers will exchange information
about the parameters of the dynamics of the two nodes and will then update these parameters
according to the following equations,
a 2; 2 = a1;1 + b1c1;1
0 = a1; 1 + b1c1;2
0 = a2; 2 + b2c2;1
a 1; 1 = a2;2 + b2c2;2
12
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6. Coupled Map Lattice Network and Numerical Results
We validate and illustrate the distributed probabilistic control method presented in Section 4.2
using the stochastic version Herzallah (2012) of a coupled map lattice (CML) with a periodic
boundary condition as an example of complex dynamical networks, which was originally introduced
in Gang & Zhilin (1994). The obtained results of the distributed probabilistic controllers will also
be compared to the global pinning control solution to the considered CML problem as discussed
in section 4.1. We rst give an overview of the coupled map lattice control problem.
6.1. Overview of Coupled Map Lattice
Consider a CML consisting of L nodes with periodic boundary conditions,
zjt+1 = F (z
j 1
t ; z
j
t ; z
j+1
t ) = f [(1  2")zjt + "(zj 1t + zj+1t )] + jt+1; (43)
where j = 1; 2; : : : ; L are the lattice sites, L is the system size, " is the coupling strength, jt+1
is an additive noise signal assumed to have zero mean Gaussian distribution of covariance , and
the periodic boundary conditions are given by zj+Lt = z
j
t . The local map f(z) is dened to be a
nonlinear function of the following form
f(z) = az(1  z): (44)
This coupled map lattice exhibits chaotic characteristics in the regime 3:57 < a  4:0 and has a
homogeneous steady state z? = 1  1=a.
The control objective here is to stabilise the homogeneous state of the lattice. Because of the
complexity and the large number of nodes of the CML, this goal is conventionally achieved via
pinning control methodology by applyingM periodically control actions placed at sites fj1; : : : ; jMg
in the following way
zjt+1 = F (z
j 1
t ; z
j
t ; z
j+1
t ) +
MX
m=1
(j   jm)umt + jt+1; (45)
where (0) = 1 and zero otherwise, umt is the control action at time t applied at site m.
Traditionally in pinning control the theory of linear quadratic control is used to calculate the
feedback control actions. For that purpose Equation (43) is linearized about the homogeneous
steady state zt = (z
?
1 ; : : : ; z
?
L) to become as follows
xt+1 = Axt +But + !t+1; (46)
in which x = z  z? represents the state vector, the L L Jacobian matrix A, is given by
A = 
2666664
1  2" " 0 : : : "
" 1  2" " : : : 0
0 " 1  2" : : : 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
" 0 0 : : : 1  2"
3777775 ;
where  = @f(z)@z jz=z? , and B is an LM control matrix with Bji =
P
m (i m)(j   jm).
13
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Following the discussion in Section 4.1 the pinning controlled network as a result of the designed
randomised controller (21) will have the form given by equation (20), repeated here
xt+1 = (A+BC)xt +Bt + !t+1; (47)
where C is calculated as specied by equation (22). In Grigoriev et al. (1997), the control matrix,
B is chosen such that the network of systems is made controllable as opposed to stabilisable. Since
the coupled map lattice considered has parity symmetry Grigoriev et al. (1997), the eigenvalues
of its Jacobian are doubly degenerate. Therefore, the minimal number of controllers that yields a
controllable system in this case is two, which will be assumed in this paper.
In contrast to the pinning control method, the proposed distributed control method considers
designing and optimizing K number of controllers, each is responsible for controlling and regulating
a predened collective number of neighbouring nodes in the lattice. For the linearized version of
CML (46), the distributed controllers can be designed as discussed in Section 4.2. In the following
numerical simulations, for both pinning and distributed control, the conditional means of the
controllers, represented by Cxt and C(k)xt respectively, will be taken as inputs to the system. Here
C is to be calculated as specied by equation (22), and C(k) as specied by equation (36).
6.2. Numerical Results of Global FPD
The example considered here is for the logistic coupled map lattice, f(z) = az(1   z) in its non{
chaotic regime with a = 3:0, " = 0:33 and L = 5 and with an external Gaussian random input, !t+1
aecting the dynamics. Following the pinning control method Herzallah (2012), two controllers are
used and they are placed next to each other at the sides of the lattice. Hence the equation of the
coupled map lattice becomes:
xt+1 = Axt +But + !t+1; (48)
where
A =
266664
 0:34  0:33 0 0  0:33
 0:33  0:34  0:33 0 0
0  0:33  0:34  0:33 0
0 0  0:33  0:34  0:33
 0:33 0 0  0:33  0:34
377775 ;
B =
266664
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
377775  = E[!t+1!Tt+1] = 0:001I55:
The lattice is initially at time t = 0 in state x = 0:25 and the aim is to return the lattice to
the origin (the xed point position) or a state close to the origin. The matrices A and B and the
covariance matrix  > 0 are assumed to be known. The covariance matrix of the controller is taken
to be I  = 0:1I22. The resulted states of the lattice network and the obtained control eorts
are illustrated in Figures 2(a) and (b), respectively, which show that the controlled network is
globally synchronized by the designed global probabilistic pinning controller. Please note that the
uctuations of the state values around the origin is due to the stochastic nature of the considered
variant of coupled map lattice. If the additive noise term !t+1 was to be neglected, all states of the
coupled map lattice would have attained an exact value of zero. Figure 2(c) gives the solution of
14
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the control matrix C. This gure shows that the control eort is larger for those sites that are far
away from the pinning site. This is expected as reported in Herzallah (2012) and means that the
perturbation introduced by the controllers decays with the increasing distance to the pinning site.
These obtained results will be compared to the distributed control results which will be discussed
in the following section.
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Figure 2. States and control eorts of a non chaotic coupled map lattice with, L = 5, a = 3, and " = 0:33 as a result of the
global FPD controller, Section 4.1, Equation (22): (a) states as a result of the global FPD controller. (b) control eorts from
the global controller. (c) control gain of the global controller.
6.3. Numerical Results of Distributed FPD Control
For comparison purposes, the same logistic coupled map lattice, f(z) = az(1 z) in its non{chaotic
regime with a = 3:0, " = 0:33 and L = 5 and with an external Gaussian random input, !t+1
aecting the dynamics will be considered here for the design of distributed probabilistic controller.
We design two distributed probabilistic controllers ut;(1) and ut;(2). The rst probabilistic controller
ut;(1) is concerned with the regulation of the rst three nodes in the lattice while modelling the
15
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rest of the states as an external observable disturbance,
xt+1;(1) = A(1)xt +B(1)ut;(1) + !t+1;(1); (49)
where
A(1) =
266664
 0:34  0:33 0 0  0:33
 0:33  0:34  0:33 0 0
0  0:33  0:34  0:33 0
0 0 0 a(1);44 0
0 0 0 0 a(1);55
377775 ; B(1) =
266664
1
1
1
0
0
377775
and 1 = E[!t+1;(1)!
T
t+1;(1)] =

0:001I33 032
023 022

;
because the last two states are taken as external variables. The second probabilistic controller ut;(2)
is concerned with the regulation of the last three nodes in the lattice while modelling the rest of
the states as an external observable disturbance,
xt+1;(2) = A(2)xt +B(2)ut;(2) + !t+1;(2); (50)
where
A(2) =
266664
a(2);11 0 0 0 0
0 a(2);22 0 0 0
0  0:33  0:34  0:33 0
0 0  0:33  0:34  0:33
 0:33 0 0  0:33  0:34
377775 ; B(2) =
266664
0
0
1
1
1
377775
2 = E[!t+1;(2)!
T
t+1;(2)] =

022 023
032 0:001I33

:
because, the rst two states are taken as external variables. The four unknown parameters
a(1);44; a(1);55; a(2);11, and a(2);22 are related to the external observable states from the point of
view of the rst and second controllers and are initialized randomly. The two controllers then ex-
change information about the closed loop response of the system which is used to update these
unknown parameters as discussed in Section 4.2.
Similarly here for comparison purpose, the lattice is assumed to be initially at time t = 0 in
state x = 0:25 and the aim is to return the lattice to the origin (the xed point position) or
a state close to the origin. The covariance matrices of the rst and second controllers are taken
to be I (1) = 0:1;
I (2) = 0:1 respectively. The resulted states of the lattice network and the
obtained control eorts are illustrated in Figures 3(a) and (b), respectively. As can be seen from
these gures, although the distributed probabilistic controllers are optimised independently using
local information of the controlled subsystems, they are very eective in globally regulating the
controlled CML network. Obtained control results are very close to the global probabilistic pinning
control solution. Similarly here, the uctuations of the state values around the origin is due to the
stochastic nature of the considered variant of coupled map lattice. Figure 3(c) gives the solution
of the control matrices C1 and C2. This gure, as expected, shows that the control eort is larger
for those sites controlled by the corresponding controller and smaller for those sites whose states
are perceived as external variables.
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Figure 3. States and control eorts of a non chaotic coupled map lattice with, L = 10, a = 3, and " = 0:33 as a result of
the distributed FPD controller, Section 4.2, Equation (36): (a) states as a result of the distributed FPD controller. (b) control
eorts from the distributed controller. (c) control gain of the distributed controllers.
7. Conclusion
The problem of controlling complex dynamical systems with large number of nodes has been
considered in this paper. The proposed solution is developed via distributed stochastic control
where noise and uncertainties are contained using probabilistic approaches. This solution considers
a bottom up strategy where simple controllers are designed to focus on the control of the individual
subparts of the system either completely independently, or within various structures like cascade
control. By utilising the FPD approach, we developed the general methodology for distributed
control proposed in this paper. The developed distributed controllers exchange information about
the various nodes in the network and use this information to update their governing dynamical
relations. The theoretical ndings were then validated on a coupled map lattice network as an
example of complex dynamical networks. Numerical results conrm the eectiveness of the proposed
distributed probabilistic control approach in globally regulating the states of the network. This
makes the outlined research direction worth developing. Surely, it is necessary and possible to
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elaborate on
 a direct analogy to controlled Markov chains (Markov Decision Processes);
 adaptive versions of local controllers;
 sharing of model parts when they result from estimation and thus they are uncertain, cf.
Karny et al. (2009); Seckarova (2013).
It is desirable but hard to
 generalise the analogy of the second form of the optimal controller, which is the main tool
for decreasing the overall complexity, to FPD;
 analyse emerging properties (stability, stationary behaviour, control quality) of the proposed
distributed control;
 apply the proposed control on non-trivial practical problems.
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